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The cab I didn't call, didn't come
It's four in the morning
Sometimes I know you're telling me the truth
Just Like I know you're lying now

I'm still coming
I'm still standing and staying
I'm not swaying
I'll taste your tears when I hold you near

You can only tune in so far
Before life freezes you just as you are
You can only get so deep in
Before someone wipes away that grin
You an only push me so much
'Til I'm too tender to touch
And you can only take you so far
Before you fall below my radar

The 'yes' you're waiting on will not come
It must come from you
Sometimes I know you're lying to everyone
It's all too easy to see through

I'm still coming
I'm still standing and staying
I'm not swaying
I'll taste your tears when I hold you near
You can only tune in so far
Before life freezes you just as you are
You can only get so deep in
Before someone wipes away that grin
You an only push me so much
'Til I'm too tender to touch
And you can only take you so far
Before you fall below my radar
Below my radar

So you run and I run, but you stick close to me
You're in front and you're faster, but just by degrees
You don't give it easy, not even an inch
Why do I find you so hard to convince?
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Oh lord

You can only tune in so far
Before life freezes you just as you are
You can only get so deep in
Before someone wipes away that grin
You an only push me so much
'Til I'm too tender to touch
And you can only take you so far
Before you fall below my radar
Below, below my radar
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